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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we define the concept of amplification for several commuting 
contractions on Hilbert space. The question of symbolic calculus for such contractions 
is addressed and reduced to a special case in which the contractions are independent 
unilateral shifts at least on the algebraic level. Using amplifications, this question is 
further reduced to the case in which the underlying “geometry” of the Hilbert space 
is “maximal.” In the case of one or two contractions, these maximal geometries 
correspond to the case in which the contractions are isometries. For three or more 
contractions, the structure of maximal geometries remains a mystery. 
Based on this approach, we prove some new results on symbolic calculus-gener- 
alizations of the inequalities of von Neumann and Ando. The most interesting result is 
for homogenous polynomials whose spectrum is “centrally located.” 
Some of these ideas apply with routine modifications to the case where the 
contractions do not necessarily commute. We also discuss cases where some commu- 
tations are allowed, but not others. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to develop the concept of amplification for 
several graded contractions on Hilbert space. It is hoped that this may be a 
suitable avenue for the study of the symbolic calculus of several contractions 
on Hilbert space-a field in which remarkably little progress has been made 
over the last fifteen years. According to Waksman [l], “The difficulties were 
more circumvented than overcome.” Our methods have the virtue of meeting 
the difficulties head on and of providing a geometric framework for under- 
standing them. The seeds of the method are already contained in [2]. 
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The fundamental result in the subject is the remarkable inequality of von 
Neumann. Let T be a linear contraction on a complex Hilbert space 2. 
Then 
IIP(~)ll~ sup IPb>I, 
121 Q1 
(1) 
where p is a polynomial of one complex variable z with complex coefficients. 
Much more remarkable is the inequality of Ando [3], 
(2) 
for a pair T,, T2 of commuting contractions on J?, and p a polynomial of two 
complex variables. Both of these inequalities can be proved using dilations. 
The reader may consult Nagy and Foias [4] for the theory of Hilbert space 
dilations. Other sorts of dilations have proved useful in analysis, notably in 
ergodic theory. The concept of an amplification, which we introduce below, 
seems to be equivalent to a dilation, at least on a philosophical level. Making 
this statement more precise represents an open question. 
The inequality (2) of Ando is remarkable in that its generalization to three 
or more commuting contractions is false (Crabb and Davie [5]). It is still an 
open question whether there exists a constant CJ such that 
II P(T,,..., ~,)ll~C,SUPlP(~,,...,~,)I 
D’ 
(3) 
for J commuting contractions T,, . . . , TJ. Indeed, this is open even in case 
J = 3. Most investigators believe that (3) is false for J > 3, so it makes sense 
to study the von Neumann norm 
llPll”N =suPllPubJJII (4) 
of a polynomial of J complex variables. The supremum in (4) is taken over all 
sets T,,..., T, of J commuting contractions on complex Hilbert space. 
2. HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIALS AND GRADED 
CONTRACTIONS 
If we restrict attention to homogeneous polynomials, then we need only 
deal with graded contractions. We note that all the known counterexamples 
in the subject involve homogeneous polynomials, so philosophically very 
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little is lost in this restriction. Furthermore, the general polynomial calculus 
in J variables can be obtained from the homogeneous polynomial calculus in 
J + 1 variables. 
A graded Hilbert space 2 is an orthogonal direct sum 2 = Cl3, Xn, the 
index set being typically Z+ or 2’. An operator T on 2 is graded if 
T(%“)G%~+~ for all 72. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p be a homogeneous polynomial. Then 
llPll”N =supllp(T1,...,T,)II, (5) 
where the supremum is now taken over all sets T,, . . ., T, of J commuting 
graded contractions on complex Hilbert space. 
Proof. Let T,, . . . , T, be a set of J commuting contractions on a complex 
Hilbert space .2Y. Let Zn = 37 for all n. Let now T)“’ be Fj, but viewed as 
a map TjC’“’ : 2” + &, + 1. Now let fj = @, T/“), so that the q are commuting 
graded contractions. If p is homogeneous of degree d, then p(f,, . . ., f,) 
restricted to 2” is just p(T,, . . . , T,) viewed as a map from S?$ to X”+d. 
Since 2 = CBX~ is an orthogonal direct sum, 
and the proposition is evident. n 
Let us now take a rather specific situation which we refer to in the sequel 
as the standard setting. The Tj are taken to be independent commuting 
shifts. For each multiindex a = (a,,.. ., a,> with a, E Z+ form a basis 
element e,. Let e, = T’e,,, where 0 is the zero multiindex and T” = Tfl * . * 
T,‘J. Further let Ial = C-jzlaj denote the length of the multiindex a. We set 
2” equal to the linear span of {e,; Ial = n). Let 2 = eflEz+ Xn. Then the 
q are graded commuting operators on 61”. Next we define a (possibly 
degenerate) geometry on 2. For this each Xn has a pre-inner product 
( * , . ), such that each Tj is a contraction, i.e. 
(x,x), -(Tjx,~r),+, >o VxE2$, Vj 
and (ea, e,,)a = 1. 
The reader may wonder why we have allowed degenerate geometries in 
the above definition. The primary reason is that in the standard setting the 
.2$ are fixed for once and for all as vector spaces. In order to achieve the 
greatest flexibility, one needs to consider possibly degenerate pre-inner 
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products. Many interesting examples, for instance the one given at the end of 
Section 4, are degenerate. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let p be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. Then 
IlPllvN = sup(( CP,ea’ CPoeJ,)“e* (6) 
where the supremum is taken over all possible geometries. 
Proof. Let T,, . . . , TJ be graded contractions figuring in the supremum 
of (5). Suppose they act on ;yi/= @Xn. Now 
IMP@‘,,-- TJ) II= sup IIP(Tr,...,T,)ell,. 
Ilell 6 1 
Since X = @Xn is orthogonal, we need only consider e in one “level” of 
2’. Thus without loss of generality e E X0. Now define e, = T”e, and define 
the pre-inner product on Xn by 
(e,, eh),, =( T”e,T’e), 
Now it is easy to check that 
Ilp(T,,..., TJ)41x= (( CP~~~> CP~~,)~)“‘~ 
so in (6), LHS < RHS. To prove the reverse it’s enough to perturb the 
geometries 
(1+~)(e,,eh)nneW=(en,eh)nOld+&8~,h (e>O) 
so as to make A? a genuine graded Hilbert space. Then 
( Cpnear Cp,e,)y+ EClP,12 d (~+~)IIPII~,N~ 
Now let E + 0 to obtain RHS < LHS in (6). 
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3. AMPLIFICATIONS 
Let us have X= enEZ+ X* a one-sided graded pre-Hilbert space with 
graded contractions q (1~ j < J): 
An amplijkation is an assignment of new pre-inner products on Z,, X2,. . . 
greater than the old ones such that the Tj are still contractions for the new 
pre-inner product (and that the Za are complete in the infinite dimensional 
case). Notice that the pre-inner product on Z0 remains unchanged. A 
maximal amplification is one in which the pre-inner products cannot be 
further increased. We will also use the term maximal geometry in the same 
context. 
The significance of amplification is that if one has symbolic calculus for 
an amplification, one also has it for the original situation. For instance, in the 
context of the previous section one has 
where ( , xrnp denotes th e new amplified pre-inner product on &. In this 
sense amplifications parallel dilations. Both provide vehicles for the transfer- 
ence of symbolic calculus. 
In order to discuss maximality, we need to review pre-inner products. Let 
us restrict attention to the case that V is a finite dimensional vector space 
over R (or C). We denote the base field by K. A pre-inner product on V is a 
symmetric bilinear (sesquilinear) map 
vxv-+K, 
such that (0, v) 2 0 for all o E V. The subspace 
is called the kernel of the pre-inner product. Let V* denote the algebraic 
dual of V, and let .GY denote the annihilator of Z in V*, the image 
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subspace of the pre-inner product. Then C$ E A?’ if and only if there exists 
t > 0 such that 
is nonnegative definite. The largest such t will be denoted r(t). We have 
T(O) =m, and ~(5) = 0 if 5 P X’. Th e rank of the pre-inner product is 
defined as the dimension of A?‘. 
MAXIMALITY CRITERION. Let V, W be finite dimensional pre-inner prod- 
uct spaces, and let Tj : V -+ W (1~ j <J) be linear contractions. Then 3, 
the isometry subspace of q., is defined by 
q={u; oEV,(Tju,Tjo),=(u,u)“} 
Then the pre-inner product on W is maximal if and only $ Uj= 1 q<q> 
spans W. 
Proof. Let 5 E W*, 5 # 0. We attempt to replace the pre-inner product 
on W by 
for some t > 0. By maximality there exists at least one j (1~ j < J) such that 
Tj is no longer a contraction. That is, 
is not nonnegative definite. Let rj be the r-function corresponding to 
Then min rj(e 0 T.) = 0. SO there exists j such that 5 0 T’ E -w”j> or equiva- 
lently 5 e [T,(J$j1”. Th e criterion now follows from duality. 
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Conversely, if maximality fails, then there is a new pre-inner product on 
W of the form (8) such that the Tj remain contractions. It follows that 
min ~~(5 0 Tj) > 0 and 5 annihilates all the Tj<q). w 
COROLLARY. Let V, W be finite dimensional pre-inner product spaces, 
and let Tj : V + W (1 Q j < J) be linear contractions. Suppose that Uj= 1 Tj(V) 
spans W. Then there exists a “new" maximal pre-inner product on W 
dominating the “old” one. 
We leave the proof of the corollary to the reader, but point out that there 
are two possible approaches. The first is a compactness argument, and the 
second is to turn the proof of the maximality criterion into an algorithm as 
follows: 
Step. 1. If l_lj,, q(q) spans W, we are done. If not, find a nonzero 5 
in W* which annihilates lJj= i Tj(J$>. 
Step 2. For each j, calculate ~~(5). 
Step 3. Set t = min rj(t), and replace the pre-inner product on W by 
( WIJdlew =( %%)o,d+ tG4 tYw,) . 
Update the 4. Note that if r,(t) = t then 3 will increase strictly. Thus at 
least one of the 3 will increase strictly. 
Step 4. Go to step 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let LX’= enEz+ Xn be a one-sided graded pre-Hilbert 
space with graded contractions Tj. Suppose that dim(2Q < m fm all n E Z + 
and that lJi= 1 Tj(Xn) spans A$ + 1 fm all n E Z+. Then a maximal ampli’- 
cation exists. 
Proof. Apply the corollary successively to the different levels 27 + 
G?!? “+i with n=0,1,2 ,.... n 
4. MAXIMAL GEOMETRIES 
We have seen from Propositions 1 and 2 and Theorem 1 that the symbolic 
calculus of homogeneous polynomials in several commuting contractions can 
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be understood in terms of maximal geometries. We have 
IlPllvN = SUP(( cp,e=> CP.eJ,)l’e 
for a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. Here the supremum is taken 
over all maximal geometries. We now describe a route to Ando’s inequality 
for homogeneous polynomials. 
THEOREM 2. Let J = 2, and let a maximal geometry be gioen in the 
standard setting. Then T, and T, are isomtries. 
Proof. By induction on the level. Let X,, j denote the isometry sub- 
space of Tj in Xn. By maximality 
But Xl = T,(S%$)@T,(2$) (linear direct sum only), so that T, and T, must 
be isometrics on Za. Suppose they are on Zn; we show that T, is an 
isometry on X” + i. The proof for T, is essentially the same. 
Let 6 E X”+r. Then by the maximality criterion, 
where cj E Xn+ i, j. Now T,@ - Cl> = T2.E2, so, since T, and T2 are indepen- 
dent shifts, there exists q E 3 with 5 - 5, = T,v and t2 = T1~. Then 
since ,$a E Xn+ r,a. But 
since q E X,., by the induction hypothesis. Further, 
since q E X,,, again by induction. Thus T2~ E X,,,,,. It follows that 
[=[,+T,TEX”+~,,, since already s,~X_+i,r. But .$ was arbitrary in 
2$+r, so T, is an isometry on Xn+,. This completes the induction step. n 
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The author thanks P. G. Dixon for simplifying the original proof of this 
theorem. 
It is remarkable that this proof breaks down completely when J > 3. The 
author has used a computer to implement the algorithm described in the 
previous section in case J = 3. We started with zero pre-inner products on 
2” (n > 1) and applied that algorithm for each level in turn. The vector 5 of 
step 1 was chosen at random subject to the constraint of annihilating 
lJj=i Tj(J&). The resulting maximal geometry obtained in this fashion 
satisfied 
5 dim(Zn,j) =dim(q+i), 
j=l 
at least for small values of n. Thus it seems that in the generic situation the 
x”,j are as small as they can possibly be. 
It is an open question to find any nice features of maximal geometries for 
.l> 3. 
The example Crabb and Davie [5] corresponds to a maximal geometry. 
The example of Kaijser and Varopoulos [6], which yields a constant of 
36/5, does not so correspond. We present next a similar example with 
J = 3 which does correspond to a maximal geometry and which (with the 
same polynomial) yields the superior constant !. 
Let (aij) be the 3 X3 matrix with 1 on the main diagonal and - f 
elsewhere. Define the pre-inner product on xi by (TieO,Tje,) = aij, and 
on Za by (TiTje,, T,T,e,) = aijakI. The pre-inner product on Zn van- 
ishes for n > 3. One checks that the Tj (j = 1,2,3) are contractions, so that 
this does indeed define a geometry. Notice that ranks%,,) = 1, rank(Zi) = 2, 
rank(Zs) = 1, and rank(Z”) = 0 (n 2 3) so that this example can actually be 
“compressed’ onto a four dimensional Hilbert space. Let .JZ’” denote the 
kernel of the pre-inner product on Zn. Then .J$ is one-dimensional, being 
spanned by (T, + T, + TJe,, and JZs has dimension 5. The isometry 
subspaces X; 1 is two-dimensional, being spanned by T,e, and (T, + T,)e,. 
The other Zilj are described similarly. The xa,j are all equal to x,, and 
the jr%,j are all equal to x0. Maximality is readily checked via the 
maximality criterion. 
5. ISOMETRIC GEOMETRIES 
A geometry is said to be isometric if the operators T,, . . . , TJ are all 
isometries. 
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THEOREM 3. For an isometric geometry we have 
Proof. Since T” is an isometry, (ea+c,eb+c) = (eO,eb). It follows that 
(e,, eb) is a function of a - b. Let us denote by 9 the additive group of 
multiindices (a 1, . . . , a,) with aj E Z and Cjzlaj = 0. Then there is a func- 
tion 9 on 9 such that 
da-b) =(eayeJd 
for a, b E &, the set of multiindices (al,. . . , a,) with aj E ii’+ and Cjlzlaj = 
d. Now cp is actually a positive definite function on 9. For if Y is a finite 
subset of S, we select c such that aj + cj > 0 for all a E F and all j 
(l<j<J). Then F+cG~~ for d=lcl. Then 
c ~,%cP(a - b) = C a.cY,( eofc, eb+Jd a 0. 
It follows now from Bochner’s theorem that q(a) = fi<a>, where w is a 
positive measure on 2. Clearly ]]pl],,,, = a(O) = ~(0) = (e,, e,,)a = 1. Finally, 
for p a polynomial homogeneous of degree d, 
( cPaeo’ Cpbeb ),= CP,&fi(a-b) 
a.b 
d II PII? 
Since & is a subgroup of ZJ, 3 is a quotient of UJ. Since p is a 
homogeneous polynomial of U’, IpI2 arises as the lift of another function, 
which we have also denoted IpI2 on 2. This completes the proof. The 
theorem can also be established using the fact that commuting isometries 
possess a commuting unitary dilation [4, Proposition 6.31. n 
Combining Proposition 2, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3, we have the 
following special case of the result of Ando. 
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COROLLARY. The ineywlity (2) holds in case p is a homogeneous polyno- 
mial. 
We now extend these ideas to a more general situation. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that q. (1~ j < J> are isometrics on the levels 
q:Zn+Xn+, (O<n<d-1). Then 
II P(TI,..., T,)IIgC~supIP(z,,...,z,)I 
D’ 
fw all homogeneous polynomials p of degree d. 
Proof. By the argument of Proposition 2, it suffices to consider the 
standard setting. We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3. Unfortu- 
nately, cp is defined only on Sd - &. Let O,(c) = [&-‘[(a; a E 3d, c + a 
E .&)I, so that Od vanishes outside of Xd - &. Then 8, * cp is defined on the 
whole of 9 and is positive definite for 
=M-’ C (Y,(YbC1_8~(a+c)l,~(b+c)~o(a-b), (9) 
a,bEF c 
where the inner sum is taken over all multiindices c with cj E Z, Ej=rcj = d. 
But since the terms are zero unless a + c E ,E’d and b + c E X,, then 
We may rewrite (9) as 
I-T’C c %~bL& + 4Lp + c)( en+c>eb+c)& 
c n.bc-9 
which is clearly nonnegative. As before, there is a positive measure p on .=@ 
such that 8,(a)q(a) = @(a>. Also II/.LII~ = @<O> = 1. Gaining control of Cpaeo 
is however now more difficult. Let d’ = [d /2], and suppose initially that p 
has the special form 
p(z) = z”q(z) = Cqazm+o, 
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where m E &dr and q is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d’. The key 
fact that we wish to use is that there exists a constant C, and a measure wrE 
on S with IIwdllM < C, such that 
Gd( a)e,( a) = 1 
for all a E J$ - 3$ The approximate scale invariance of the 8, is the basic 
tool used to establish this fact. We give a sketch proof in an appendix, leaving 
a detailed proof to the reader. Further uses of approximate scale invariance 
occurring later in this paper can be handled by similar techniques. 
We now have 
Since on the right hand side a - b E Xdt - I,, we may rewrite this as 
h_&iG - bM,(a - - b) j--ld41edh*d(4 
Finally we must show how to handle the most general polynomial. We 
need to consider the continuous case. (Indeed, this will also be necessary in 
our discussion of approximate scale invariance.) Let H,,, denote the hyper- 
plane {a; a = (aj)jlEl, aj E R, Cjclaj = d}, and Sri the simplex (a; a E H,,,, 
aj > 0 Vj}. We note that G = H,,, is a group. Let b(C,) denote the 
barycenter of Zi, and let C = 2 1 - b(Z,) be a simplex in G. We find a 
measure v on G with D positive and supported on $C. The measure is 
normalized so that 
/ 
P( x - y) dy = 1 VXEX. 
;n 
The norm I(vIIM is bounded by a constant depending only on J. We have 
then measures v,, such that 
/ 
I$( x) dy = 1 VXEC 
+z 
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/ izll~yII~ &I G I141Mme4P~) G C,. 
By resealing the vy and carrying out routine manipulations, we may construct 
measures vd, y on T-’ such that 
/ $d,yllM dY G cp 
/ tZ~d,“(4 & = 1 Vu E Sd, 
and each Cd,y is carried on a set of the form m + & for some m E /d_d,. 
This last condition corresponds to the fact that D is carried on ix. 
Polynomials p, are now given by 
P,(Z) = c Rz%&lz” = (%,y * P>(Z) 
D E Sd 
for y E $2, and it follows that 
/ p dY Q C,IIPIIm. 
JL ) P,b dY = P(Z). 
Evidently each py(zz) has the form z”q(z) where 9 is a polynomial homoge- 
neous of degree d’. The general result is now reduced to the special case. w 
6. CENTER POLYNOMIALS 
It turns out that Theorem 4 is in fact a special case of an even more 
general estimate. A homogeneous polynomial p of degree d is said to be 
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a-center (0 < (Y < 1) if 
where q is homogeneous of degree d - k] and k] 2 ad. 
THEOREM 5. For p an a-center polynomial, 
IlP(L..~ T,) II G C,*,IIPlL 
Proof. For a E ._& we define 
kzd(a) = & card{b; b E Sd, a-b E .&}. 
d 
Given a polynomial r(z) = c, E Y22,, n r z’ homogeneous of degree 2d, we form 
a new polynomial 
Now let PJ be functions on sd with IpI < 1, (y( < 1. Then 
1 
~rb+cp,yc = -I&l 
Also JIChE4~Phzbl12 = (C,,,,Iph12)1/2 < l.Yd11/2, and similarly for 
IF cElBd-yczcl12. It follows that (11) is bounded in absolute value by Ilrll_,. 
Effectively this gives control of (l/ I#dl)rh+C as a bimeasure. On the other 
hand, for unit vectors e, f 
(p(T)e,f)=hb $4rb+c(eh.fC)r 
.c d 
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where eh = The and f, = T*“f are vectors of norm bounded by 1. It follows 
from Grothendieck’s inequality [7] that 
where K, is the complex Grothendieck constant. Thus the estimate is 
obtained for a large class of polynomials p. 
To handle the most general case of an a-center polynomial, we first see 
that it is enough to handle even degree polynomials at the cost of decreasing 
(Y slightly. We claim that there is a measure v,,+ on %I with [Iv,,, dll,,, < C,,a 
such that 
Qa,d(4k2d(4 = 1 
for all a-center frequencies a in ~?a,. The reason that Il~,,~,~ll,,, is bounded 
independently of d is that the kid are approximately scale invariant. We 
again leave the details of constructing v,,~,~ to the interested reader. It is 
now enough to set 
where * denotes convolution on T’. Then p is recovered from r by (10) and 
I( P(Tkf) I G &a-IlmG C,,~IIPllW 
This completes the proof. n 
7. NONCOMMUTING CONTRACTIONS 
We now study analogous questions for several noncommuting contrac- 
tions T,,..., T,. A homogeneous noncommuting polynomial (tensor) of degree 
d is an expression 
Ptz) = CPj,...jd’j, * * * ‘j, 
where 1~ j, < J for 1~ k < d. The expression j, j, . . . jd is called a word (of 
length d). The result of substituting the operators T,, . . . , T, into p is 
P(T) = C Pj,...jdTj, . . . Tjd = C PwT”~ 
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where the second sum is over all words w of length d. The von Neumann 
norm of p is given by 
llPll”N = suPlIP II (12) 
where the supremum is taken over all sets T,, . . . ,TI of contractions on 
complex Hilbert space. The analogues of Propositions 1 and 2 hold in this 
new context. The space Z* in the standard setting is now spanned by the 
basis 
(em; w is a word of length rr) 
and Tje, = ejw, where jw denotes the concatenation of the letter j and the 
word w. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, so that we need only 
consider maximal noncommuting geometries. But 
sv n+1= h qx> 
j=l 
(vector space direct sum only), so that the maximality criterion ensures that 
Tj is an isometry for each j. Thus (12) holds, where the supremum is now 
taken over all sets T,, . . . , T, of isometries on complex Hilbert space. This 
result is far from deep and is easily established directly. 
We note that for d = 0 or 1 we have 
llPll”N = c IPWI 
w 
and that for d = 2 understanding llpllvN amounts to understanding the 
Grothendieck norm [7]. For d > 3 very little is known. 
Because maximal noncommuting geometries are isometric and commut- 
ing ones are not (at least in general), it makes sense to look at situations 
between the two. 
Let 2” be as above, and denote now by &” the corresponding spaces 
for the commuting situation. The A$ are spanned by {e,; a E Xn). There is 
a natural projection 
in which ?r,,(e,) = e,, where a is the multiindex corresponding to w. Here 
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aj equals the number of occurrences of the letter j in the word w. Notice 
that each commuting geometry can be considered as a noncommuting one 
because each pre-inner product on &‘, can be transferred to Z” by means 
of r”. The concept of maximality is of course different in the two settings. A 
partially commuting grading is then a collection of quotient vector spaces Q, 
of Zn (no pre-inner products specified), 
lying between 2” and &. Let Q, = Zn /_F$. We also insist that T&J”) G 
_8 n+l Vj, n, so that the T, quotient down to the level of the Q,. The key 
(open) question is now: for which such gradings (Q,),=,+ is it true that 
every maximal geometry on (Q,), E: L+ is forced to be isometric? 
We give an example of one such grading. It corresponds to the situation 
in which J is even, T, and T, commute, T3 and T4 commute, etc., but no 
further commutations are assumed. We say that two words w, and w2 are 
equivalent if one can pass from w, and w2 making only allowed transposi- 
tions of letters, that is, one can interchange 1 and 2, 3 and 4, etc., but no 
others. The space Q, is now spanned by e,, where d runs over equivalence 
classes of words. Clearly w1 N ws implies that jw, N jws, so that the Tj 
quotient down to the level of the Q,. Now let a maximal geometry be given 
on the Q,. Then I-I,!=, Tj(Xn,j) spans Q,+l. Clearly this forces T,(J$)U 
T,(X&) to span the same space as T,(Q,)U T,(Q,). As in the proof of 
Theorem 2, this forces T, and T, to be isometries. The same conclusion 
holds for all the Tj. 
APPENDIX. APPROXIMATE SCALE INVARIANCE 
The purpose of this appendix is to sketch a proof of 
required in Section 5. Let L,,, be the lattice 
the control of wd 
I 
LJ,d = a; a = ( uj):=lT ajEZ, c aj=d 
j=l I 
living in the hyperplane 
I 
H,,d = a; li=("j)j_lT aj=IW, C aj=d 
j=l 
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Let -“d = (a; a E L,,,, aj > 0 Vj), and let Cd denote the simplex Cd = {a; 
a E H,,,, uj > 0 Vj). The Cd have exact scale invariance. For each a E L, d 
we denote by C, the cell around a: the set of points of H,,, which are closer 
to a than to any other point of L,,. For J = 2 these cells are intervals, and 
for J = 3 they are solid hexagons. We have C, = a + C for a fixed set C in 
G = H,,,. The two sets S, = /d + C and X.d are close: 
meas( Sd A cd> < C,d’-a, 
so that (1 l/dl-1/2141 - ~~.d~-1/21z,~~2 Q c,d-‘1”. Let 
for x E G, and let 6d denote the function defined in the same way from 1,. 
Then 
where A(G) denotes absolutely convergent Fourier series on G. A calcula- 
tion shows that e,ls = 8,, where 9 = L,,, and 8, is the function of Section 
5. Also, $Ld are scale invariant: #Jr) = 9(d-‘x) for a fixed function 1Ir. Let 
us rescale the 6d correspondingly: 
ad(x) =&(dz). 
We wish to find a function h, with IlhdllACGj< c, and h,*O, = 1 on 
E = #, - ISI). We can work in the algebra A(E) of restrictions of abso- 
lutely convergent Fourier series to E. Since W does not vanish on E, it 
follows from the Gelfand theory that there exists h E A(E) such that h*l, = 
1. So Ill - h%llzt~~~ N < Cd-‘12. Thus for large values of d [say d > do(J)], 
h@, is invertible with ~~(h@,)-‘ll,~,, <2.Thenwemaytakehd=h.(hOd)-’ 
with control IJhdllACEj < 211hllACE, < cl. The result is evident for the finitely 
many values of d with d < d,(J). Th e construction of wd now follows from 
routine arguments. 
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